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MINIATURE, SINGLE CHANNEL, MEMORY-BASED, HIGH-G
ACCELERATION RECORDER (MILLIPEN)

Tedd A. Rohwer
Sandia National Laboratories

ABSTRACT

The Instrumentation and Telemetry Departments at Sandia National Laboratories have
been instrumenting earth penetrators for over thirty years. Recorded acceleration data is
used to quantify penetrator performance. Penetrator testing has become more difficult as
desired impact velocities have increased. This results in the need for small-scale test
vehicles and miniature instrumentation. A miniature recorder will allow penetrator
diameters to significantly decrease, opening the window of testable parameters. Full-scale
test vehicles will also benefit from miniature recorders by using a less intrusive system to
instrument internal arming, fusing, and firing components. This single channel concept is
the latest design in an ongoing effort to miniaturize the size and reduce the power
requirement of acceleration instrumentation. A micro-controller/memory based system
provides the data acquisition, signal conditioning, power regulation, and data storage.
This architecture allows the recorder, including both sensor and electronics, to occupy a
volume of less than 1.5 cubic inches, draw less than 200mW of power, and record 15kHz
data up to 40,000 gs. This paper will describe the development and operation of this
miniature acceleration recorder.

Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin
Company, for the United States Department of Energy under contract DE-AC04-
94Al85000."
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INTRODUCTION

Reducing the size of earth penetrator instrumentation has many advantages. Smaller and
lighter electronics will survive higher shock levels. A small, efficient design will require
less power, reducing the size of the necessary supply batteries and therefore improving
high shock survivability. This is very important as desired impact velocities and shock
levels continue to increase. As the impact velocities increase testing becomes very



difficult. The size and weight of the penetrator limits the exit velocity of the guns used
for testing earth penetrators. Smaller instrumentation allows for lighter, smaller-scale
penetrators, which makes testing at higher velocities possible. In addition, the required
target size decreases as the size of the penetrator decreases, which greatly reduces the test
cost. A miniature acceleration recorder will allow the non-intrusive instrumentation of
full-scale earth penetrators. Internal components and subassemblies could be
instrumented without modifying or removing any hardware. This is very important when
trying to determine component response to shock events.

MilliPen, a miniature acceleration recorder, reduces the size of high shock
instrumentation from the smallest existing package size of 11 cubic inches down to 1.5
cubic inches. The design of this system is built upon the success of previous acceleration
recorders developed at Sandia National Laboratories. The years of experience have led to
the knowledge of how to design and build instrumentation that will survive in the
toughest environments.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN

The MilliPen acceleration recorder is designed to digitize and record acceleration
transients during penetration events. This basic process includes a sensor, signal
conditioning, digitization, and data storage. A block diagram of MilliPen is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. MilliPen Block Diagram

The sensor chosen for this design is Endevco’s 7270A. It is a proven piezoresistive
accelerometer designed for shock measurements. Gain, offset, and filtering are included
in the signal conditioning electronics. The gain is set for the desired dynamic range of the
recorder. The offset is adjusted for the specific gauge being used to allow for the correct



input level to the A/D converter. A six pole bessel design is used for the anti-aliasing
filter. A non-volatile static RAM memory is used to store the data. An oscillator provides
the clock signal for the microcontroller. The microcontroller controls the recorder activity
including sample rate, digital event triggering, data interface, external interface, and
system diagnostics.

A voltage regulator conditions system power. A capacitor holds up the power through the
penetration event even if the external power supply becomes disconnected. Batteries or
any other remote source can supply the external power.

The microcontroller software is designed for the recorder to be armed before the test. The
recorder digitizes and stores the acceleration data in a circular memory buffer. The
microcontroller monitors the digital data and generates a trigger once an acceleration
event of the required amplitude is observed. After a trigger is generated the recorder
continues to write data to memory until the data window is full. The complete data
window stored is 65 ms pre-trigger and 195 ms post-trigger. Non-volatile memory
ensures that the data is stored, even during power failures. Table 1, 2, and 3 show the data
acquisition specifications, the power requirements, and the physical specifications.

Table 1. Data Acquisition Specifications

Sensor Endevco 7270A
Filter 6-pole Bessel
Data Bandwidth DC to 15 kHz
Sample Rate 62 kHz
Data Resolution 12 bits
Memory Capacity 16,384 samples
Data Capacity 260 ms  (65 ms pre, 195 ms post-trigger)

Table 2. Power Requirements

External Power Voltage 5 – 10 V
Operating Current 40 mA
Operating Power 200 mW

Table 3. Physical Specifications

Length 1.5 in
Diameter 1 in
Weight 0.2 lb
Housing Material 4340 Steel (heat treated)
Potting Material Hysol RE2039/HD3561



MECHANICAL DESIGN

The mechanical hardware is designed to include the accelerometer, electronics, and
interfacing connector in one housing. Previous mechanical designs for acceleration
recorders included more than one piece of hardware. This single piece design will
increase the survivability of the recorder during high shock events. The mechanical
design is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. MilliPen Acceleration Recorder

The housing is machined out of heat-treated 4340 steel. Standoffs are used to hold the
electronics in place during the potting process. The accelerometer is mounted according
to manufacturer specifications in a machined recess on the bottom surface of the housing.
An Acme thread is used to mount MilliPen into the desired test object. A threaded ring
secures the aft end of the recorder.

Mechanical stress/stain analysis was performed to determine the effects of high shock
levels on the mechanical design. The epoxy potting material proved to be the weakness of
the design. The analysis proved the design good to shock levels of 40,000 gs with a factor
of safety of approximately two.



TESTING

Testing for this new design is being planned. The design will first be tested in Sandia
National Laboratories shock lab for functionality and calibration verification to a level of
2,000 gs. The testing will then continue with Sandia’s gas guns to velocities of about
1000 feet per second and accelerations of about 15,000 gs. Future testing is anticipated
out of a powder gun to velocities above 4,000 feet per second and accelerations above
30,000 gs.

CONCLUSION

MilliPen is the next generation of high-g acceleration recorders designed and built at
Sandia National Laboratories. The years of experience in designing, building, and
fielding high shock instrumentation along with technical advances in the miniaturization
of electronics has lead to a design that will greatly increase the survivable shock
envelope. Testing to velocities and acceleration levels that previous recorder designs
would not survive will now be possible. This design will also allow the use of smaller-
scale penetrators making testing at high velocities much easier. Full-scale testing of earth
penetrators will also benefit from this design in the form of non-intrusive
instrumentation. A second version of MilliPen is already in the design stage. New
electrical components will allow the design to fit on a single circuit board. This will
reduce the volume to 1 cubic inch and further increase the survivable envelope.


